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Summary 

The design and eonslructioo of a new experiment for 
PEP designed to measure the Bux of low energy photons un
accompanied by any additional photons, or charged tracks 
will be described The device consuls of arrays of extruded 
lead glass bars and PWC's in the central region with lead-
scintillalor shower counters, drift chambers and PWCs in the 
forward regions. 

fniroduction 

ID May of 1933 a new experiment was approved for instal
lation in III-10 at PUP. the purpose of which is to search for 
final states containing a single photon and missing transverse 
momentum. The experiment is called ASP, which stands for 
Anomalous Single Photons and was constructed by a group of 
pbysirists from SLAC', MIT and Washington. Installation oT a 
tbe detector began during the December '83/January '8-J shut
down and V.&S continued during short accesses to the \R dur
ing the spring cycle. During the month of April the beampipe, 
masking, one-balf of the centra! calorimeter, and the forward 
shower counters were in place and the first checkout data was 
taken. Full operation of the device is expected in tbe fall of '84 

Single Photon Sources 

In the standard r.odd of weak and electromagnetic interac
tions, single photon evots with missing transverse momentum 
will be produced by the cross section 

c(e + r" -• vP) aB*m • ( ' • * ) < 
This cro: - section was originally suggested by Ma and Oku d a 2 

as a means of counting the number of Deutrinos and hence 
placing limits on the numbers of lepton generations. The cross 
section has a contribution proportional to A'*/4 due to the 
neutral weak current (Gg 1(a)) and an additional cuntributiun 
from the charged current (fig. 1(b)). One advantage or this 
method of counting lepton families is that the cross section is 
insensitive to the mass of tbe associated charged lepton and 
only requires that the neutrino itself be light. 

As pointed out by Eu% and Hagel iu 3 and Grassie and 
Pandita, 4 however, a search for Gnal states containing only 
a single radiated photon is also sensitive to contributions from 
the production of pairs of unobserved supersymmetric photons, 
i.e. pholinos. The crass section 
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Fig. 1. Single phnton crmlribulioni (rom the 
weak (a) neutral and (b) charged rurrent. 

is very similar to tbe QEI> rross section for -JTT production 
except for spin factors and the suppression due to (-channel 
exchange of a massive selection i t . supersymmctric electron. 

The ditfcreniial cross sections for tbesr two processes are 
also similar, and are given by 

didy = A i|7^r)l (i -*) ! i - | ) s +|0- x)» S] 

• ^ L T I * = t 
and 
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A limit on the total low energy photon flux with missing trans
verse momentum thus probes (he sum of these two sources. 
Tbe 'background* from weak sources is sufficiently small to 
reach a sensitivity to seleclroa masses of order m t — 60 GeV 
for center-of-mass energies of order 90 C«V, It would, of course, 
be interesting to try to extend the search for selectrons to 
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masses of order several hundred GeV, since at this point the 
splitting between mc and me indicates a moss scale for super-
symmetry breaking which is utcomfortably large.6 

However, for mi > ^/2 m^, th« weak cross section qvP 
dominates, and the only way to separate the two contributions 
is to study the 4-d*pendence of the cross section. The weak 
press sect ID o has an s-channe) resonance at the mass of the Z v , 
and there i& tit> A-channel process in supersymmetry. 

Supcrsymmelric theories postulate a basic symmetry 
between boson and fermions in nature. 5ince to date however, 
DO boson partners to the standard leptons have been found with 
limits of order 20 GeV fur the electron partner,^ we already 
know fhar this symmetry must he badly broken. The details 
of bow this breaking occurs areof course moder dependent, but 
many schemes lend to new particles with masses less than m w . 
These models are attractive because if Lhe boson fermion mass 
splittings are not too large.' they solve the hierarchy prob
lem wjtbia the siar-dird model of weak and electromagnetic 
interactions. 

Despite the obvious successes of the Weinberg-Sal am 
G lis bow model of weak electromaguetism, when looking for 
new physics, we should also look carefully at its failures. There 
are or course no obvious experimental failures to dale, except 
that the Higgs boson required for generating masses for lep-
toos and the weak bosons has nol been observed. The Higgs 
boson however has an additional theoretical problem in tbe 
standard theory which is that higher order weak corrections 
to its mat's are ultraviolet divergent. This problem is solved 
in supersymmctry because in the one-loop approximation tbe 
relative minus sign between a fermion loop and its boson super-
partner rauses a cancellation in the contributions to the Higgs 
mass. This cancellation would be complete if the masses of 
the fermions and bosons were degenerate but, in general, tbe 
correction to tbe Higgs mass is of the form8 
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Obviously if the superpartners are too heavy, supersymmetry 
can no longer be viewed as a solution to the Higgs mass problem. 

Th^re are other processes which are accessible to an ap
paratus with good low energy photon detection Higher order 
QED processes like e + e~ -* ^e"1"t~ »nd c + c~ -» 7 / J + / I ~ pro
vide both a useful calibration for the devire and a test of our 
ability to calculate these processes. In two photon physics, 
low energy photon detection provides a means of measuring 
the XT width of the rj and perhaps even the xD. It is also 
interesting to use the radiative photon tag as a check of our 
understanding of radiative corrections to other processes such 
as <"*«" — hadrons 

Apparatus 

An end view of the central photon detector for this search 
is shown iEI fig 2. The photons are detected in a five-layer 
stack of lead glass Each glass bar is made from 6 X 6 X 75 cm 
extruded glass of type F2 with 0.35^ Ce doping for radiation 
hardness. Each glass bar is read out by a single XP2212PC 
phototube (AMPEREX). AS shown in Gg. 3, the bars are 
arranged with a staggered pattern along the beam direction 
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Fig 2. View along the beam axis of the centra) 
photon detector 

Fig 3. Side view of the central and forward detectors. 

to give optimal resolution in the z coordinate and hence allow 
separation between photons coming from the origin and those 
arising from JT° phoioproduction off the residual gis in the 
vacuum chamber. 

The layers of glass provide five samples of tbe longitudi
nal development of the photoD shower There are &32 bars in 
the total system arranged in four quadrants of J5S bars each. 
Individual quadrants are complete subassemblies which can be 
easily dismounted and transported, Tbe two quadrants on the 
upper and lower left are mounted on rails as are the two quad
rants on tbe right. The entire apparatus splits apart for easy 
access to the central region. 

Each layer of glass is followed by P>VC*s constructed from, 
aluminum extrusions. The extrusions are eight-cell closed struc
tures with a 1.23 X 2.36X 200 cm channel and .IS cm wall. 
The wires are 48 u gold-plated tungsten. These extrusioas pro
vide the photon pattern recognition in the xy plane. 

Inside the calorimeter are two systems, eacb of which is de
signed to adequately reject charged par'icfas Tfa< innermost 
syflf*m (central tracker, ug. 4) is made from -9 ID X -4 in X SSin 
aluminum tubes which are thinned to a wall thickness of .012 in 
by etching The wire is Slablohm 800 and tbe tubes are read at 
each end to give charge division information: for tbe coordinate 
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Fig. 4 Central tracker and charged particle veto. 

alone 'he "ire. The extrusions are glued together in quadrants 
and mounted on a Hcxecll backing material The tubes arc ar
ranged so that radial lines from the origin do not pass through 
tube walls and extra lubes are added to ensure that a charged 
pBrtirle always passes through o-l least five layers. 

Surrounding (he central tracking chamber is a 2 cm thick 
veto scintillator. Each of the four sides is made from two sheets 
of 33.5 cm wide X 225 cm long X I cm Kiowa scintillators. 
The two sheets could be read independently ir necessary, but 
arc presently read at each end by a wareshifler bar and a single 
phototube. The edges or the scintillators are overlapped so 
there are no dead regions Both the cer-tral tracking chamber 
and (he veto scintillators split apart when the two halves of 
the central calorimeter are retracted. 

The forward detection systems (fig. 3) are designed to de
lect the presence of any other particles io an event, to veto 
km angle QED processes and to measure the energy and an
gle of electrons from w\ events, thus providing a source of 
photon events in the central calorimeter. Tungsten masks in 
I he regie* between 2 5 and 3.5 m are designed to completely 
shield the central calorimeter from synchrotron radiation and 
olT-tntrgy beam particles lost upstream from the interaction 
region Veto scintillators cover the region at the end of the cen
tral calorimeter, and two sets of forward colorimeters at 1.5 in 
and A in cover the angular ranges between 20° and 100 mrad 
and 100 mrad to 20 mrad, respectively. The inside radius of the 
innermost calorimeter is tapered to eliminate material within 
the 100 mrad cone. 

Tbe details of the forward shower counters are shown in 
fig. 0. The calorimeters consist of two Gve-radialion length 
(.Vol nodules in the 1.5 meter position and three modules in 
the 4 meter position Each module is followed by two planes 
r>f ofl-i-t I'VVC's arranged to cover the minimum radius ot the 
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Fig. S. Forward shower counters. 

module as efficiently as possible {fig. 6). The calorimeter mod
ules are lead (0 6 cm Pb + 6% Sb), Polycast PS-10 acrylic scin
tillator stacks constructed in left and right halves to allow easy 
assembly around the beam pipe. Each module is readout by 
four independent phototubes (XP2!12PC| viewing wavesbn'ter 
bars on the Tour sides of the module, Th ( module halves over
lap by 4 cm as shown in fig. & to elim Date any inefficiency 
around the joint between tbe halves. 

x' 

Fig. S. Forward PWC modules near the beam axis. 

At ~ 1.6 m and ~ 2.8 m there are four planes or drift 
chambers designed to track low angle electrons fi am «-> evmes 
into the rear calorimeter. Measurements of the directions of 
all three Goal state particles will allow tbe reconstruction of 
a 2 CeV photon in the central resolution with a resolution 
a =s 2-3 rJ which is small compared to the resolution of the 
lead glass. This should provide a useful check on the central 
calorimeter energy calibration and pattern recognition 
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Barfc ground* 

Since we want a sensitivity or a few events per 100 pb"', 
it is important thai I be backgrounds to the search be well un
derstood and that the apparatus be capable of measuring the 
characteristics of these backgrounds. The principle technique 
wed to reject backgrounds from QED events is that the trans
verse momentum or tbe observed photon roust be balanced in 
ee*j. fii*1i TH events by the remaining particles. In princi
ple this means that the forward veto system must detect these 
particles down to angles 

In practice however, the QED matrix elements axe dominated 
by the eve where the pt is balanced by only one of the remain
ing particles, yielding 

For a I GeV photon at 30°, this requires detection down to B -— 
35 mrad. Figure 7 snows the results of a QED Monte Carlo 
calculation of the distribution ol eei events as a function of 
the eosP of the electron scattered through the maximum 9. 
Using the forward drift chambers, the apparatus will be Bble 
to measure this curve. 
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Fig. 7 QED Monte Carlo calculation of e«i versus cosP r 

AdditKinal backgrounds come from a* photoproduction off 
the residual gas io the vacuum chamber. Toe number of events 
whirh wou'd be observed per 100 p b w I and per centimeter of 
distance along the beam direction is given by 

S (cm"'J as 4.3 X 10~T X v (W - * Torr) X c (l*b) 

100 pb" 1 , . .. . , 

arw1 crii-arec-'n'' t m / b e a m ) » 
The photoproduction cross section is approximately 10~*n i> 
and requires that the origin of the photon along the beam line 

be localized to a few centimeters. Additional rejection of these 
events will come from ir0—7 rejection in the central calorimeter 
and nuclear fragments in the forward veto system 

TVigger 

The trigger logic For the apparatus is shown is fig- •• Sig
nals from the phototubes of the central calorimeter are split 
and sent to a SHAM-BADC system* for readout and sums 
are formed of the energy in eight adjacent lead-glass bars in a 
layer. Additional sums are formed for the energy in each layer, 
the energy in a quadrant and the total energy. These sums are 
sent to gated integrators and the outputs are discriminated 
and sent to Memory Logic Units, each of whica can be used to 
define several triggers which are patterns of energy deposition 
in the layers or the quadrants. These Memory Logic Units hare 
twenty inputs which are latched and read via CAMAC. The in
puts are theo used as address inputs to four 1 k X 4-bit RAM 
memories v. hich provide forty independent patterns. Twelve 
of the sixteen outputs from these memories address a second 
bank of four 4 k X 1—bit memories which contain a «ra or 
a one for trigger definition. The remaining four outputs from 
the first bank ot memories are wired together to form an ad
ditional trigger. The trigger pattern in the memories is loaded 
and checked via CAMAC. 

Prospects 

If a selectron exists with a mass of ~ 40 GeV, then a one 
year run of at least 100 p b - 1 will yield a sample of —>20 events 
within 30°. If on the other hand no events are seen in the first 
100 p b - ' . the corresponding Q0% C,L. limits on the selectron 
mass will be M\ > 60-65 GeV, depending on the backgrounds 
and the trigger threshold. This limit, of course, depends on 
tbe mass of the photino pairs produced with the photon3 and 
becomes Mr > 40 GeV for Mj ~ 10 GeV. The same run would 
provide a limit on the number of lepton generations between 
two and seven in the absence of supersymmelric contributions. 
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